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Abstract: The two-dimensional incompressible viscous flow equations are solved
by iterating on the kinematics, pressure and momentum equations producing a
solution that satisfies source and vorticity definitions up to machine accuracy.
Given a vorticity and mass fields, a functional is constructed to measure the
kinematic imbalance of a velocity field. The velocity equations are produced by
minimizing a discrete functional, subject to constrains imposed by boundary
conditions. A suitable preconditioning and interpolation technique are used to
balance precision and computation speed. The Poisson equation for pressure is
solved similarly by minimizing a suitable functional. The momentum equations are
then solved using a finite volume approach. A controlled amount of artificial
viscosity is added according to mesh size and Reynolds number, resulting in a
stable calculation implemented using a direct solver.
Keywords: Numerical Algorithms, Computational Fluid Dynamics, Vorticity,
Discrete Functional, Minimization.

1. Introduction
Classically, formulations of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using a scalar stream
function and vorticity are computationally attractive and conserve mass automatically but
generalization to three dimensional flows are nontrivial [1]. Other techniques like velocity-vorticity
formulations aim to simplify the gap between two and three dimensions, but they impose mass
conservation explicitly as an extra equation. New challenges arise with these techniques, such as
checkerboard decoupling of the velocity equations and complications in multiply-connected domains
[2], [3], [4]. Velocity-pressure methods have proven practical as in [5], but they rely on a pressure and
velocity correction. Moreover, most incompressible flow solvers do not guarantee that mass and
vorticity definitions are preserved in the discrete sense. Consequently, their solutions are corrupted by
small amounts of mass and vorticity generated in the flow field.
The present work develops a new approach using a velocity-pressure-vorticity formulation. A Poisson
equation for pressure is solved, so no pressure/velocity relation or artificial compressibility is
necessary. Further techniques deal with artificial velocity decoupling and to accelerate convergence,
leading to a one-parameter family of schemes that balance decoupling precision and convergence
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speed depending on the geometry. Similarly, the vorticity is obtained from the curl of the velocity,
which is obtained from the momentum equation. Proper up-winding can be tuned to achieve stability.
The technique is presented for steady two dimensional flows, but it can be generalized to unsteady
three-dimensional and compressible flows.

2. Formulation
Separate formulations are constructed for the kinematics, pressure and momentum equations. After
discretization, a solution method is implemented alternating velocity, pressure and vorticity iterations
in a segregated manner. On every iteration, each separate solution field is solved independently using
the PARDISO direct solver (see [6], [7] and [8]), taking advantage of its parallelization, memory
efficiency and Bunch-Kaufmann pivoting. Matrix coefficients are stored using the sparse Yale format.
The only limitation on the size of the problem is given by memory constraints.
The kinematics and pressure equations are linear and their coefficient matrices depend only on the
grid. For them, most of the solution process can be pre-computed resulting in a very time-efficient
formulation. The right-hand-side of these equations is also efficiently implemented using
vectorization.
On the other hand, for the momentum equation the PARDISO pre-process step optimizes the solution
order based on the structure of the coefficient matrix. In order to reduce compute time, advection and
diffusion terms are computed in parallel using OpenMP.
The three sets of equations to be solved are described below.

2.1 Kinematics Equations
In the differential level, given a fixed source and vorticity fields on a volume Ω, the kinematic
velocity field must satisfy the mass and vorticity relations;
∇∙ = ,
∇× = .
The classical solution of this problem is obtained using calculus of variations, by minimizing the
functional
=

∇∙

−
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−

‖

,

In the discrete context of a computational grid, analogous conditions are imposed. The velocities are
defined at the nodes of the grid. The derivatives are computed as line integrals on the polygonal
boundary of each cell (Gauss theorem) and the mass and vorticity fields are defined as values on each
cell of the grid.
The differential solution method is completely reproduced at the discrete level. The discrete
functional takes the form
=

∇ ∙

−

+ ‖∇ ×

−

‖ ,

where the summation ranges over all grid cells. In the present work vanishes identically.
Further analysis shows that the discrete terms must be preconditioned by the inverse of a discrete cell
area in order for it to yield a correct Laplace formula. Moreover, checkerboard decoupling is avoided
by introducing a one-parameter family of discrete radial interpolation schemes that balances
decoupling precision and convergence speed [9]. The kinematic equations are finally obtained
through a Lagrange multipliers technique minimizing the discrete functional with respect to the
velocity values, constrained by suitable boundary conditions.
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2.2 Pressure Equations
Given a velocity field , a quadratic functional is built to measure the pressure imbalance;
=

‖∇P − ‖

,

where the vector term is obtained from the momentum equation (as discussed below) and simplified
using the mass conservation equation. Numerically, the term is evaluated based on the velocity field
obtained from the solution of the kinematics equation.
This process is again reproduced in the discrete level, where the pressure values are given at the cell
centers and derivatives are similarly computed as line integrals along the boundary of dual cells
(around each node). The lack of physical boundary conditions on the pressure equation arises
naturally. The fact that there are no pressure variables located at the boundary of the physical domain
Ω is a consequence of dual grid nature of the pressure computation.
Preconditioning and radial interpolation schemes are again implemented to improve performance.
Algebraic minimization yields the discrete Poisson pressure equation.

2.3 Momentum Equations
Given an advection velocity field and a pressure field , the vorticity equation is typically obtained
by taking the curl of the vector form of the momentum equation;
1
∇∙
⊗
= −∇ +
∇ .
Re
However, such techniques may compromise the robustness of the solution, especially in terms of its
dependence on the boundary geometry. For that reason, the full momentum equation is instead
discretized using a direct finite volume technique and solved for the velocity . Furthermore, proper
up-winding is applied to guarantee stability of the calculations. The vorticity is computed a posteriori
from the velocity field obtained from the solution of the momentum equation.

3. Numerical Results
All cases presented here have no sources in the field ( = 0). The results below show incompressible
external flow solutions around a solid body. All simulations were performed on a desktop pc with an
Intel Xeon CPU (2.67 GHz). The results can be divided in five categories: inviscid cylinder, inviscid
airfoil, viscous cylinder, rotating viscous cylinder and viscous airfoil.

3.1 Inviscid Cylinder
The equations were solved for inviscid flow around a cylinder on a structured O-grid with 160×120
nodes. Thanks to the smoothness of the geometry (constant curvature). This case shows no
decoupling, so no interpolation was applied. As the equation to solve is linear and it is solved using a
direct solver, all solutions were calculated without the need to iterate, reaching the solution in less
than one second in all cases studied.
Multiple boundary conditions were studied including rotating cylinders and cylinders with a boundary
flux. It was verified a posteriori that in all cases the error in the mass and vorticity definitions were of
the order of round-off error, showing that the method is exact at the discrete level and the accuracy
depends only on the grid resolution. As this case has an exact solution, the solution error can be
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directly co
omputed. In all
a cases the relative error was
w 0.00086%
%. Velocity ccontours arounnd a solid
fixed cylin
nder are show
wn in Figure 1.
1

Figure 1. Velociity contours for
f inviscid floow around a ccylinder.
The orderr of accuracy is studied by analyzing thee magnitude oof the error onn grids of diffferent
resolution
ns. A coarse grid
g is successsively refined
d. The numberr of nodes andd cells of eveery successivee
refinemen
nt is shown in
n Table 1. Thee maximal errror of the soluution is seen iin Figure 2 . T
The order of
accuracy r of every sub
bsequent grid refinement iss obtained froom the equatioon ⁄ = 1⁄2 , wherre
and are the errorrs on the fine and coarse grrid respectiveely and the facctor 1⁄2 is thhe order of thee
refinemen
nt. Figure 3 sh
hows that the method is in fact second oorder accuratee as predictedd by theory.
Grid
Nod
des
Cellls
1
20 × 16
20 × 15
2
40 × 31
40 × 30
3
80 × 61
80 × 60
4
160 × 121 160 × 120
5
320 × 241 320 × 240
6
640 × 481 640 × 480
Table 1. Grid refinem
ments for accuuracy analysiss.
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Figure 2. Maaximal error for
f successivee grid refinem
ments.

Figure
F
3. Acccuracy order for
f successivee grid refinem
ments.

3.2 Invisscid Airfoil
The solutiion method iss now applied
d to find the in
nviscid flow aaround an airffoil NACA 00012. A
structured
d O-grid of 15
58×240 nodess was used. Numerically,
N
thhe solution foor inviscid floow around an
airfoil sho
ows decouplin
ng originating
g from the sin
ngularity at thhe trailing edgge, so the radiial
interpolation parameterr was reduced
d to 1⁄2, elim
minating decooupling at the cost of sacrifficing discretee
numericall precision. Th
he disturbancce introduced in the velocitty field by intterpolating was small
enough to
o go unnoticed
d in this study
y. Moreover, as the methodd is second orrder, this distuurbance can bbe
further red
duced by refin
ning the grid,, as shown in the previous section.
Inviscid flows
fl
were computed for an
ngles of attacck between 0 aand 14. Veloccity results foor an angle off
attack of 10
1 degrees are shown in Fiigure 4. Presssure profiles w
were also com
mputed and coompared withh
Xfoil resu
ults as presentted in Figure 5. The curvess produced byy both methodds are in exceellent
agreemen
nt. Lift was caalculated from
m the pressuree and compareed to Xfoil vaalues. Resultss are presentedd
in Table 2.
2 It is seen th
hat the both methods
m
are prractically idenntical and the error remains below 0.1%
%.
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Fig
gure 4. Veloccity contours for inviscid fl
flow around aan airfoil
NAC
CA 0012 at an
n angle of attaack of °.

Fig
gure 5. Pressu
ure profile forr an inviscid fflow around aan airfoil
NAC
CA 0012 at an
n angle of attaack of °.
Circulation Lift (com
mputed) Lifft (Xfoil) % Error
2
-0.1207
7
0.24
415
00.2416
00.04
4
-0.2412
2
0.48
826
00.4826
00.06
6
-0.3614
4
0.72
232
00.7236
00.06
8
-0.4812
2
0.96
628
00.9634
00.06
10
1
-0.6004
4
1.20
012
11.2021
00.07
12
1
-0.7188
8
1.43
381
11.4393
00.08
14
1
-0.8364
4
1.67
731
11.6748
00.10
Table 2. Airfoil lift fo
or different anngles of attackk.
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3.3 Visco
ous Cylindeer
Flow arou
und a cylinderr was computted for severaal Reynolds nuumbers. The equations weere solved to
machine accuracy
a
on a structured O-grid
O
with 16
60×120 nodess. Due to the ssmoothness oof the
geometry,, this case sho
ows no decou
upling, so no interpolation
i
w
was applied. Artificial visccosity was noot
necessary
y because the Reynolds
R
num
mbers were lo
ow. Most of thhe cases weree solved in a ffew dozen
iterations,, the exception being the co
omputation fo
or
= 50 ddue to numerical instabilities (the case iss
on the borrderline between steady an
nd unsteady fllows). The nuumber of iteraations and cloock time are
presented in Table 3.
Num
mber of Iteratio
ons
Clockk Time (mm:sss)
10
38
0:09
20
39
0:09
30
55
0:12
40
104
0:21
50
388
1:17
Table 3. Sollver performaance for flow around a cyliinder
at several Reeynolds numbbers.
Results fo
or a Reynolds number of 40
0 are shown in
i the figures below. Figurre 7 shows thee convergence
history to machine accu
uracy. The veelocity and vo
orticity contouurs are presennted in Figuree 6. It can be
noted thatt a separation bubble arisess behind the cylinder.
c
The size of the seeparation regiion and the
coefficien
nt of drag for different Rey
ynolds numbers are presentted in Figure 8 together wiith some otheer
numericall [10], [11] an
nd experimenttal results [12
2]. The quantiities computeed show goodd agreement
with the results publish
hed in literatu
ure.

Fig
gure 6. Veloccity and vorticcity around a cylinder at
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=

.

Figure 7.
7 Convergencce history forr viscous flow
w
around a cyliinder at
=
.

Figu
ure 8. Size off the separatio
on region and coefficient oof drag for
a cyllinder at several Reynolds numbers.

3.4 Rota
ating Viscou
us Cylinderr
Using the same grid ass the previous case, the flow
w is now com
mputed over a rotating cylinnder at severaal
Reynolds numbers and
d rate of rotatiion, where thee non-dimenssional rotationn rate is norrmalized usinng
the cylind
der radius and
d the velocity of the undistu
urbed flow. A
As before, no interpolation or artificial
viscosity is necessary. The performaance of the so
olver is of thee same order aas the non-rottating cases
presented before.
Several reesults for Re = 20 are show
wn in Figure 9 and Figure 110. The dimennsionless valuues for lift annd
drag are computed
c
by adding
a
the co
ontributions frrom pressure and shear streess over the ssurface of the
cylinder. The
T values off both forces are
a in good ag
greement withh references [[13] and [14] as shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 9. Velocity con
ntours for a rootating cylindder
at
=
and = .

Figu
ure 10. Pressu
ure and vorticcity contours for a rotatingg cylinder
at
=
and = .

Figu
ure 11. Drag coefficient vss. rotation ratee for several R
Reynolds
numbers
n
and lift coefficien
nt vs. rotationn rate for
=
.
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3.5 Visco
ous Airfoil
d to find the fllow around ann airfoil NAC
CA 0012 at
= 500. A
The solutiion method iss now applied
structured
d O-grid of 15
58×240 nodess was used. A preliminary solution show
ws decouplingg in the
neighborh
hood of the sh
harp trailing edge.
e
Decouplling was elim
minated by raddial interpolattion of the
scheme. Another
A
obstaacle to overcome was numeerical instabillity produced by the dominnant advectionn
terms as a consequencee of a higher Reynolds
R
num
mber. Artificiial viscosity w
was introduceed to maintainn
a diagonaal dominant sy
ystem of equaations and imp
prove stabilityy and converggence speed.
Num
mber of iteratiions Clock Time (mm:sss)
0
37
00:27
2
39
00:28
4
42
00:30
6
66
00:46
8
257
02:54
10
1762
17:02
Tablee 4. Solver peerformance fo
or flow aroundd an airfoil NA
ACA 0012
at several angles
a
of attacck.
The flow was computeed for differen
nt angles of atttack. The num
mber of iterattions and clocck time are
presented in Table 4. For
F low angless of attack (siix or less) thee solver conveerged in a few
w dozen
iterations,, taking less th
han a minute of clock timee. For larger aangles of attacck, numericall stability andd
non-linearrity undermin
ned the solverr performancee and smaller artificial timee steps were rrequired to
reach convergence. As a consequence, the solverr needed moree iterations annd time to find a solution tto
machine accuracy.
a

Figure 12. Velocity
V
conto
ours for an airrfoil NACA 00012
at ° angle of attack
a
and
=
.
The resultts for an anglee of attack off 10° are preseented below. The contourss for velocity,, pressure andd
vorticity are
a shown in in
i Figure 12 and
a Figure 13
3. The dimenssionless surfaace pressure ccoefficient is
plotted tog
gether with reesults from [1
15] and [16] in
n Figure 14. A
All the resultss are in very ggood
agreemen
nt with the liteerature sourcees.
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Figure 13. Pressuree and vorticitty contours foor an airfoil N
NACA 0012
at ° angle of attack
a
and
=
.

Figure 14. Surface
S
presssure for an airrfoil NACA 00012
at ° angle of attack
a
and
=
.

4. Conccluding Remarks
R
The preseent formulatio
on is applied to
t several flow
w problems annd proves to bbe a promisinng technique
for numerrical simulatio
ons of incomp
pressible flow
w, thanks to thhe use of an eefficient direcct solver. In
most casees convergencce to machine accuracy is achieved
a
in a few dozen iteerations and rrequiring
usually 10
0 to 30 second
ds of computee time in a staandard PC arcchitecture. It w
was verified tthat the mass
and vorticcity definition
ns are satisfied
d to round-offf error and thhat the accuraccy of the methhod depends
only on th
he grid. Boundary singularrities that lead
d to numericall chessboard ppattern solutiions are
eliminated
d by use of th
he radial interp
polation scheeme. Extensioons to unsteaddy and compreessible flow
with third
d order accuraacy will be preesented in an upcoming puublication.
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